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Dear fellow Nevadans, 

I am pleased to report that through 2013, energyFit Nevada assisted in the completion of more than 800 residential home upgrades for 
a combined energy savings of $795,000 annually. this is significant for several reasons. In addition to providing these households with 
an annual energy cost savings of 20 percent or more, energyFit Nevada has infused more than $3.5 million into local economies through 
highly skilled and certified contractors while eliminating 10,558 tons of Co2 and other pollutants from the environment. according to the 
economic report prepared by rCG economics, this places energyFit Nevada on track to deliver $325 million in energy cost savings,  
$19.5 million in labor compensation, and $220 million in economic impact by 2025. It will also reduce state emissions by 3,626 tons  
of nitrogen oxide, 2,805 tons of sulfur dioxide, 883 pounds of mercury, and 3.4 million tons of Co2. 

While remarkable, this is only a small portion of what energyFit Nevada and Home performance with eNerGY Star has accomplished. 
By developing a collaborative approach to energy efficiency, the organization has succeeded in developing residential, commercial,  
and government partnerships to maximize investments in energy efficiency. 

By any measure, these results demonstrate that energyFit Nevada not only works, but it works for Nevada. as the organization has 
evolved from its early beginnings as quality assurance/quality control evaluators, energyFit Nevada has become the statewide  
collaborative responsible for broadening the scope of energy efficiency and bringing about sustainable market transformation  
to encourage comprehensive adoption.

thanks to the hard work of our staff, Board, program partners and other stakeholders, energyFit Nevada continues to serve a critical state 
need. For those who have helped us accomplish so much in such a short period of time, I cannot thank you enough. 

We look forward to continuing our work together in an effort to make our state a better place through economic development,  
resource preservation, and the long-term comfort, health, and quality of life benefits for every Nevadan.

thank you, 

Denee evans
executive Director

Within the promotion of energy efficiency as a resource is the promise 
to make our state a better place by recovering the cost of wasted energy 
from out-of-state suppliers, developing a highly-skilled workforce for an 
emerging industry, and improving the health and comfort of our residents. 
together, we can inspire thousands of individuals to strengthen our 
economy and transform the marketplace through sustainability.
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EnergyFit Nevada Report 
energyFit Nevada is the statewide collaborative organization on energy efficiency in Nevada. It was formed to meet a state need in 2009  
as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization and has since become the best equipped to train and certify partner contractors, identify and engage 
community organizations and corporate citizens in market transformation, educate and promote the value and benefits of energy efficiency to 
residents, and provide quality assurance via home assessments and upgrades to ensure whole house energy efficiency for Nevada families. 

Performance Highlights Through 2013

energy efficiency

	 •	Completed	energy	assessments	and	upgrades	on	more	than	800	homes	in	Nevada,	resulting	in	1.5	million	square	feet
  of improved housing stock in the state.

	 •	Reduced	homeowner	energy	usage	by	an	average	of	24	percent.

	 •	Saved	an	estimated	15.5	million	kWh	of	electricity	by	reducing	energy	consumption.	

economic Impact

	 •	Contributed	over	$14.5	million	in	economic	impact	to	the	state	through	lifetime	energy	savings	to	homeowners.

	 •	 Infused	more	than	$4	million	into	local	economies	through	certified	contractors	and	auditors	that	provided	more	than 
  26,000 in workforce hours.

	 •	Recovered	more	than	$1.2	million	in	unnecessary	energy	cost	consumption,	thereby	providing	residents	with	more	disposable	
  income to stimulate local economies. 

	 •	Leveraged	funds	to	generate	a	$200,000	loan	pool	for	energy	efficiency	upgrades	while	laying	the	groundwork	on	a	new	 
  $1.2 million loan fund.

environmental Impact 

	 •	Removed	an	estimated	7,500	tons	of	CO2	from	state	emissions.

	 •	 Improved	the	indoor	air	quality	of	over	800	homes,	including	several	that	were	contributing	to	asthma	and
  other health complications.  

	 •	Demonstrated	that	energy	efficiency	is	competitive	with	new	electricity	generation	technologies	in	terms	of	performance
   and physical environmental impact.

educational Impact

	 •	Worked	with	the	Desert	Research	Institute	Green	Power	Program	and	other	partners	to	reach	3,400	students	through	91	teachers	
  at 58 schools throughout Nevada. 

	 •	Developed	the	Whip	Your	Home	Into	Shape	energy	efficiency	campaign	to	promote	energy	efficiency	assessments	with	a	combined 
  paid and public service schedule resulting in more than 1.5 million broadcast views. 

	 •	Participated	at	various	community	events	(Green	Chips	Convene	For	Green,	EnergySmart	Educators,	Greenfest,	and	Solarbration)	
  to reach an additional 100,000+ residents.

Market transformation

	 •	Trained	and	certified	35	workers	who	work	with	18	participating	contractors	in	Nevada	to	comply	with	Building	Performance	Institute	
  standards and Home performance with eNerGY Star. 

	 •	Demonstrated	how	$1	million	invested	by	the	state	returns	as	much	as	$1.4	million	to	local	economies.

	 •	Developed	collaborative	partnerships	within	the	residential,	commercial,	and	government	sectors	to	ensure	all	stakeholders	
  in sustainability move in one direction.

2009 

HomeFree Nevada becomes the official sponsor of Home performance with eNerGY Star evaluator as  
administered by the u.S. Department of energy in conjunction with the u.S. environmental protection agency. 

2010 
 
Initial funds secured and board appointed. training and certification of program partner auditors and contractors begins to ensure compliance under the 
Building performance Institute’s Building analyst Field Guide and Building analyst technical Standards.



this program has been a very positive experience for me. every aspect 
of the process was made simple, thanks to the caring folks at energyFit 
Nevada and energy Masters... I had a thousand questions for both the 
contractor and the energyFit Nevada people and both parties were very 
helpful in answering my questions in a timely and informative manner.
– Northern NV homeowner
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Supported Collaborations
energyFit Nevada is the statewide collaborative organization on residential energy efficiency. as such, it identifies state energy 
efficiency needs and develops collaborative strategies, solutions, and programs for the residential, commercial, and government 
sectors. Its long-term objective is to develop a sustainable public-private funded energy efficiency industry that meets statewide 
energy goals through market transformation.

Partnership Highlights 

 Municipal Sustainability goals
 Working with municipalities such as the City of las Vegas and City of North las Vegas, along with the u.S. Department 
 of Housing and urban Development, energyFit Nevada saved, refurbished and retrofitted foreclosed homes to become energy 
 efficiency demonstration models before being sold back into the market. energyFit Nevada also partnered with 
 the City of Henderson’s City Council and Citizens advisory Committee on an efficiency outreach and education initiative. 

 home energy Score
 energyFit Nevada is partnering with the u.S. Department of energy to become the only Home energy Score (HeS) provider in the state.
 the score will rate the energy efficiency of area homes with an easy-to-understand rating system. Buyers, sellers, and agents may  
 review scores on the Multiple listing Service.

 Public health Program 
 In addition to serving on the statewide asthma coalition, energyFit Nevada is developing a collaboration with area health care providers
 to address the direct correlation between energy efficiency and health care costs associated with allergies and breathing problems.

 

 Public Awareness Co-ops
 energyFit Nevada works with NV energy, Southwest Gas, uSGBC, Desert research Institute, and Green Chips to develop informational 
 materials and public service announcements that help citizens understand the true value of energy efficiency. 

 energy efficiency Financing
 energyFit Nevada connects homeowners, energy assessors, lending institutions, realtorS and energy efficiency mortgage (eeM)  
 programs across the state to help owners roll the price of energy upgrades into refinancing or new mortgages while saving money  
 on their energy bills and increasing the value of their homes.

 Large employer Collaborations
 partnering with Caesars entertainment and rebuilding together, energyFit Nevada participated in Caesars Code Green annual rebuild
 It day to help three low income families make important energy, comfort, health and savings upgrades to their homes. energyFit Nevada
 has also worked with Green Chips to lay the groundwork with the Clinton Foundation Home energy assistance loan to partner with
 large employers and make home performance upgrades an employee benefit rather than one driven by state-funded investments alone. 

 Subject Matter expert
 as a subject matter expert on innovative programs across the nation, energyFit Nevada provides consultation to dozens of  
 organizations and agencies in Nevada. these include the regional planning effort Southern Nevada Strong, City of las Vegas  
 Green Building Fund, Downtown achieves, and the las Vegas Healthy Communities Coalition.

2011 

executive director hired. the initial development of the residential outreach, rebate, and compliance program is introduced to strengthen 
the residential retrofit market and stimulate economic recovery in Nevada. 



EnergyFit Nevada 2013 Summary

2012 

the strategic planning process is initiated and HomeFree Nevada rebrands itself as energyFit Nevada to assist the state in 
meeting unmet funding stipulations, which includes upgrading hundreds of homes in Nevada. 

The above graph captures the cumulative number of homes in Nevada that have been assessed 
and upgraded through the EnergyFit Nevada program since 2011.

Homeowners continue to see an increase in total annual energy savings (in kWh) 
after upgrades through the EnergyFit Nevada program.

Homeowners continue to retain more disposable income through energy savings 
after upgrades through the EnergyFit Nevada program.



EnergyFit Nevada Mission 
to provide a pathway to energy efficiency for our community through outreach, education, workforce development, and ensuring 
the highest standards of Home performance with eNerGY Star. 

EnergyFit Nevada Vision 
our vision is to see every Nevadan living in a healthy home that saves energy and money, while contributing to the economic 
development and future prosperity of Nevada.

EnergyFit Nevada Values
•	Collaboration. We believe the best way to move energy efficiency forward is by aligning residential, commercial, and governmental
 objectives throughout the state of Nevada.

•	Comprehensive. We believe that the best solution for a sustainable, energy efficient state is to consider every aspect of energy efficiency
 from whole house systems to urban and rural infrastructure.

•	Commitment. We are committed to delivering measurable results in Nevada. this includes quantitative outcomes such as total amount
 of energy saved, positive economic impact to the state, and satisfaction of property owners. It also includes long-term impacts that
 come from qualitative outcomes such as nurturing communities, valuing energy efficiency, and providing healthier and more 
 comfortable homes.

•	Community. there are many different kinds of people with a stake in energy efficiency, ranging from environmentalists to commercial
 enterprises. We believe that these various interests can work toward common goals, especially with the help of an objective, 
 solution-driven organization that can identify the common ground.

Home performance with eNerGY Star is a national program administered by the u.S. Department of energy in conjunction with the u.S. 
environmental protection agency. the goal of Home performance with eNerGY Star is to help homeowners improve the efficiency and 
comfort of their homes using a comprehensive, whole-house approach, while helping to protect the environment. energyFit Nevada is 
proud to be one of 52 sponsors across the country.

EnergyFit Nevada Partners

2013 

energyFit Nevada emerges as a statewide collaborative organization that provides solutions for the residential, commercial, and government 
sectors by delivering a proven fiscal impact, engaging public education program, and unifying various interests to work toward common goals.



”

I really appreciate the extra mile everyone involved with my home 
energy improvement project went through... the fact that my home 
now has fantastic new ductwork and a tightly sealed, well-insulated 
ceiling is a tribute to the sincere service-minded people involved with 
energyFit Nevada.
– henderson, NV homeowner
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Board Members

energyfitnevada.org

Staff

Denee Evans, Executive Director  |  Lauren Boitel, Programs Director  |  Neal VanCitters, QA Director

Erin Carlson, Executive Assistant  |  Aaron Linfante, Residential Account Manager  |  Lisa Spurgin, Program Coordinator

Elizabeth Snyder, Marketing & Events Coordinator  |  Jackie Zusi-Russel, Program Specialist  |  Tyler Bryce, Program Specialist

Kevin Dick
President

(Washoe County)

Kelly Vagianos
Vice President

(NV Energy)

Marco Velotta
Treasurer 

(City of Las Vegas)

Allison Stephens
Secretary 

(United Healthcare)

Shelley Specchio
Director 

(Northern Nevada
Regional MLS)

David Jones
Director

(Northern Trust)


